There are two kinds of dual-space partial-model extensions which involve the direct-method program OASIS. The first kind, named SAD/SIR iteration, uses SAD/SIR information, while the second kind, named molecular replacement (MR) iteration, does not use that information. In general, the SAD/SIR iteration is more powerful since more experimental information is used. However, in most cases when protein structures are solved with the molecular replacement method, SAD/SIR information is not available. Thus the MR iteration is particularly useful for the completion of models from molecular replacement. The SAD/SIR iteration will be automatically used in OASIS for data sets containing SAD/SIR signals, while the MR iteration will be dedicated to data sets without SAD/SIR signals. The present paper shows that for data containing SAD/SIR signals, a combination of SAD/SIR iteration and MR iteration could lead to significantly better results than that obtained from the SAD/SIR iteration alone.
Introduction
The dual-space iterative single-wavelength anomalous diffraction or single isomorphous replacement (SAD/SIR) phasing and fragment extension was proposed in 2004, [1] a cycle of which consists of SAD/SIR phasing by OASIS, [2] density modification by DM [3, 4] or RESOLVE, [5] model building and refinement by one or more of the programs RESOLVE, [6, 7] ARP/wARP, [8] REFMAC [9] and AutoBuild in PHENIX. [10] This procedure, named SAD/SIR iteration in OASIS, has dramatically enhanced the SAD/SIR phasing of protein diffraction data and greatly improved the model completion when the SAD/SIR information is available. [11−13] Later, the dual-space fragment extension has been extended to protein diffraction data without SAD/SIR signals, [14] a cycle of which consists of the pseudo-MR phasing by OASIS, [2] density modification by DM [3, 4] or RESOLVE, [5] model building and refinement by one or more of the programs RESOLVE, [6, 7] ARP/wARP, [8] REFMAC [9] and AutoBuild in PHENIX. [10] This procedure, named molecular replacement (MR) iteration in OASIS, enhances significantly the efficiency of MRmodel completion in the case that SAD/SIR signals are absent. Recently Panjikar et al. [15] have compared the MR iteration with the MRSAD procedure, the latter includes a process similar to the SAD/SIR iteration. They showed that while the MR iteration could effectively improve the structure model obtained from molecular replacement, the MRSAD procedure gave much better results. This conclusion is self-evident, since MRSAD uses more information (the SAD information) than the MR iteration does. On the other hand, it is interesting that Panjikar et al. proved the usefulness of the MR iteration in model completion when SAD/SIR signals were absent (see Table 2 in Ref. [15] 
Combination of SAD/SIR iteration and MR iteration
The combination is arranged as follows. For diffraction data containing reasonable SAD/SIR signals, the SAD/SIR iteration will be run first. After sufficient cycles of iteration, say 10 cycles, if the resulting structure models are not big enough, say less than 90% of the total structure, then the iteration will be changed to MR iteration taking the best resultant structure model from previous iteration cycles as input. The philosophy behind the above scheme is simple. SAD/SIR signals contain phase information, which is particularly important in the early and the middle stages of partial-model extension. This is the reason why the SAD/SIR iteration is successful (see Refs.
[11]- [13] ). However SAD/SIR signals also contain large experimental errors, which may bias the convergence of model completion. On the other hand, the MR iteration does not make use of SAD/SIR signals and hence is not affected by them. Besides, the algorithm in MR iteration [14] has been specially designed to avoid model bias. Thus it is reasonable to expect that the combination of SAD/SIR iteration and MR iteration will obtain better results than that from SAD/SIR iteration alone. Typical experimental diffraction data from known proteins have been used to test the above procedure.
Test data
Protein diffraction data used in the test are summarized in Table 1 . There are three sets of SAD data and one set of SIR data. Among the SAD data sets the anomalous scatterers range from selenium, copper to sulfur. The size of the proteins ranges from 129 to 668 amino acids per asymmetric unit (AU). The high-resolution cut off of data sets is far below the 'atomic resolution' ranging from 1.9 to 2.8Å (1Å=0.1 nm). All samples are more or less difficult in SAD/SIR phasing. Azurin [16] has an overall completeness of only 60% and a not sufficiently high Bijvoet ratio ⟨|∆f |⟩/⟨f ⟩. Set7/9 [17] is at a rather low resolution of 2.8Å and has a low multiplicity of 3.8. TTHA1012 is a sulfur SAD data with very low Bijvoet ratio. The Rpe [18] SIR data is from one of the two derivatives, which is not as good as the other derivative (see Ref. [13] ). 
Comparison and discussion
The comparison was made between a 0-20 cycles SAD/SIR iteration and the combination of a 0-10 cycles SAD/SIR iteration and a 1-10 cycles MR iteration. All the iteration jobs were run automatically using the graphical user's interface of OASIS4.0 [2] with default controlling parameters. SAD/SIR iteration from cycle 0 to cycle 20 was first performed.
The growth of partial models from cycle to cycle is recorded as the gray curves in Figs. 1-4 for Azurin, Set7/9, TTHA1012 and Rpe respectively. The ordinates of the figures represent percentage of assigned residues, i.e. the ratio between the number of assigned residues in the built model and the total number of independent residues in the protein structure. Then,
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10 cycles of MR iteration, numbered as cycles 11-20, were performed starting from the best model found in cycles 0-10 of SAD/SIR iteration. The growths of partial models are recorded as the black curves in Figs. 1-4 . As is seen, in all the four figures the black curve is on average well above the gray one not only in comparison with the gray curve within the range from cycle 0 to cycle 10, but also in comparison within the range from cycle 11 to cycle 20. It is more important that for all samples the highest peak of the black curve is evidently higher than that of the gray one. This means that the combination of 11 cycles SAD/SIR iteration and 10 cycles MR iteration is obviously better than 21 cycles SAD/SIR iteration. More detailed comparison can be seen in Table 2 (corresponding to 11-20 cycles iteration of the black curves in Figs. 1-4) are listed under column label III. As is seen, the model under column label III is bigger than the larger one under column labels I and II by 9% for Azurin, 0.7% for Set7/9, 7% for TTHA1012 and 4% for Rpe. Among the four test samples, Azurin and TTHA1012 are the two most difficult cases. They gained much more from the combination of SAD/SIR and MR iterations in comparison with the other two. Figure 5 shows what significant changes are caused by the 9% increase of the model size of Azurin. Figure 6 shows the changes of TTHA1012 caused by the 7% increase of the model size. While the sample Set7/9 has the smallest gain (0.7%) in model size, it gained the biggest decrease (more than 8 degrees) in the averaged phase error. This means that while the structure model has not increased significantly in size, the accuracy of atomic parameters (particularly in positions) has been greatly improved. As for the sample Rpe, although the 4% increase in model size is not great, it still amounts to 20 more residues assigned to the model. This is not a negligible improvement. Figs. 1-4) starting with the best model from 0-10 cycles SAD/SIR iteration.
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Overall phase errors were calculated against the structure model in the PDB reported by the original authors. Fig. 5 . Ribbon structure models of Azurin plotted by PyMOL. [19] (a) The best model from 0-20 cycles SAD iteration; (b) the best model from 1-10 cycles MR iteration based on 0-10 cycles SAD iteration. Fig. 6 . Ribbon structure models of TTHA1012 plotted by PyMOL. [19] (a) The best model from cycles 0-20 cycles SAD iteration; (b) the best model from 1-10 cycles MR iteration based on 0-10 cycles SAD iteration.
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Conclusion
For data containing SAD/SIR signals, especially when they are weak and contain large experimental errors, the combination of SAD/SIR iteration and MR iteration leads to significantly better results than that obtainable from the SAD/SIR iteration alone. This new procedure will be automated in the next version of the program OASIS.
